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Details
The CSS3 Anthology: Take Your Sites to New Heights is a compilation of answers, how-to’s, and examples for all your CSS questions. Complete with ready-to-use downloadable code examples, the fourth edition of this bestselling book has been completely revised and updated to cover the latest techniques and technologies, including CSS3 and HTML5.
What you will learn
* How to easily construct advanced layouts using CSS3
* Speedily create smart, responsive, layouts that work on desktops and mobile devices 
* Effortlessly troubleshoot compability issues for older browsers 
* Design usable forms that work - and look good, too.
Description
The CSS3 Anthology: Take Your Sites to New Heights is a compilation of answers, how-to’s, and examples for all your CSS questions. Complete with ready-to-use downloadable code examples, the fourth edition of this bestselling book has been completely revised and updated to cover the latest techniques and technologies, including CSS3 and HTML5.
Who is this for?
This book is aimed at people who need to work with CSS: web designers and developers who’ve seen the cool CSS designs out there, but are short on the time to wade through masses of theory and debate in order to create a site. Each problem is solved with a working solution that can be implemented as it is or used as a springboard to creativity. While Chapter 1 covers the very basics of CSS, and the early chapters cover simpler techniques than those that follow, you’ll find the examples easier to grasp if you have a basic grounding in CSS.
Creator
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Rachel Andrew
Rachel Andrew is a front and back-end web developer, author and speaker. Her books include the recent Get Ready for CSS Grid Layout and she is a regular contributor to a number of publications both on and offline. Rachel is co-founder of the CMS Perch , a Google Developer Expert and an Invited Expert to the CSS Working Group. She writes about business and technology on her own site at rachelandrew.co.uk.
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Reviews
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Very informative - great for brushing-up on current best practice when combined with more recent CSS Grid stuff on Rachel's website gridbyexample.com
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Fast paced book for the intermediate developer. A lot of information in the book, can be well used as a reference.
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Excellent book both for a novice both for an intermediate developer. The solutions are very well explained and technically valid. Very good value for money !
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wonderful deal and very easy and explained book...!!! five hurra for you
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Wow! More great information than I could ever learn in one reading. Makes a great reference book and will be referring to it many times while coding,
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Extremely useful book with good explanations and plenty of code examples.  Would recommend to anyone who wants to get yup and running with css quickly.
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